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Implementation Plan for the Hiring Tool Kit  

 
 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 

This plan was developed to support the Hiring Tool Kit implementation for the Hiring Reform 

Initiative (HRI).  The purpose of this plan is to outline the resources, tasks, schedule and costs 

necessary to implement the Hiring Tool Kit.  

 

1.1 Overview 
 

The Hiring Tool Kit is a consolidation of the best practices and resources across the Agency to 

both streamline and inform the hiring process.  The intent of the tool kit is to provide staffing 

specialist and hiring managers a central source for both regulatory requirements and best 

practices for working within the NASA regulatory framework.   As such, the tool kit will 

specifically provide resources that address hiring complications that are unique to NASA and 

potentially other government agencies.   

 

The Hiring Tool Kit will also help drive consistency across the different NASA Centers by 

highlighting best practices and “preferred” solutions.  The primary goal of implementing a hiring 

tool kit is to provide Federal/Agency guidelines, rules and regulations, and case specific 

knowledge to reduce or eliminate the cloud of uncertainty that exists for many hiring managers.  

This goal will be accomplished by providing a framework that clearly shows the relationship 

between strong hiring manager and staffing specialist interaction and successful outcomes in the 

hiring process.  Thus the entire tool kit is predicated upon the understanding that most, if not all, 

hiring complications can be mitigated through comprehension, careful planning and interaction 

between the hiring manager and staffing specialist. 

 

1.2 Scope 
The primary focus of the tool kit is to establish a website that concentrates on providing hiring 

managers and staffing specialists with the necessary material required to successfully meet the 

Agency’s staffing needs and the importance of fostering a close working relationship between 

the specialist and hiring manager.  

 

The recommendation is to place the NASA Hiring website on the currently developed site, 

NASA People. This placement provides an easily accessible location for both hiring managers 

and staffing specialists. The site is not password protected.  Password protected sites have proven 

to be a barrier for most supervisors and managers when having to go through the added burden 

of logging into an application.  It is recommended that a tab to the Hiring website’s location be 

added to the current list of tabs that appear on the left hand side of NASA People’s homepage 

http://nasapeople.nasa.gov/.   
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The Tool Kit will contain a wide range of material including 

 DEU and CPP guidelines, OPM Staffing web page (Veterans, Schedule A, etc.), IPA 

handbook, FCIP Policy, AST Rating Procedures, Pay Setting, OPM and NASA 

Flexibilities, etc.  

 Examples of when to refer to specific areas (i.e., when is it appropriate to use an IPA or 

specific flexibilities) 

 A “Scenarios” link (Real life examples of hiring issues and proposed solutions) 

 Center developed material that supports best practices that have proved beneficial in the 

hiring process and in working with Hiring Managers 

 

1.3 Resources 
The following resources are essential to the success of this effort: 

 Involvement of HR Specialists as part of the implementation to identify and approve 

content 

 Involvement and active participation of the Agency Staffing Program Manager 

 NSSC resources to create the webpage on the current NASAPeople website.    

 

1.4 Costs 
 Costs associated with this solution are currently resourced by the Office of Human Capital 

Management, which include funding of the Agency Staffing Program Manger and the 

NASAPeople website.    

 

Additional costs required include any associated communications and marketing expenses.. 

 

1.5 Schedule 
See Attachment 
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SAMPLE SCHEDULE 

 

Tasks Who 
By 

When? 
%  

Complete 
Comments 

1. Create a website focused on NASA’s hiring process 

 Establish a website that concentrates on providing Hiring 
Managers and Staffing Specialists with the necessary material 
required to successfully meet the Agency’s staffing needs. 
 

Agency Staffing 
Program Manager 

and Staffing 
Specialists 

  

 

 Place the site within a NASA webpage that has been 
developed and does not require a password (ie NASA People) 

NSSC   
 

2. Identify, collect and arrange the site’s material 

 Center staffers submit best practices and developed material 
that has proved beneficial in the Hiring process and in working 
with Hiring Managers. 
 

Center Staffing 
Specialists 

   

 Request “Real Life” scenarios to provide Hiring Managers and 
Staffers with problems and solutions encountered in filling 
positions. 

 

Agency Staffing 
Program Manager, 
Staffing Specialist 

and Hiring 
Managers 

   

 Collect Federal and Agency guidelines, rules, regulations, 
flexibilities, and policies as they pertain to staffing. 
 

o DEU and CPP guidelines, OPM Staffing web page 
(Veterans, Schedule A, etc.), IPA handbook, FCIP 
Policy, AST Rating Procedures, Pay Setting, OPM and 
NASA Flexibilities, etc.  

o Provide examples of when to refer to specific areas 
(i.e., when is it appropriate to use an IPA or specific 
flexibilities) 

 

   

Much of the referenced 
material is on NASA 
People, but would best 
be consolidated to one 
Website dedicated to 
Staffing, along with 
OPM’s material. 

 Gather submitted material and arrange by subject 
 

    

 Develop communication link for Hiring Managers and Staffers 
to provide their thoughts on the site’s material, as well as 
provide additional scenarios.  

NSSC    
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Tasks Who 
By 

When? 
%  

Complete 
Comments 

3. Communicate the site’s existence 

 Develop a way to market the website’s development to the 
staffing community and Center hiring managers 

    

4. Site maintenance 

 Ensure the site remains up-to-date with the latest material 

Agency Staffing 
Program 
Manager 

   

 New scenarios to be requested by the staffing community at 
monthly telecoms 

o Scenarios will be sent to the Agency Staffing Program 
Manager 

 

Agency Staffing 
Program 
Manager 
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